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my sense is in a centered block, with the 
first line in slightly larger type.
And I’m not sure about the 3rd line--may-
be doesn’t fit, not needed.

Also, thinking about this reminds me that 
the full report still says February, 2015. Do 
you think we should change that, given 
that release will be in April?
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SPACE EXPLORATION
Is there life on other earth-like planets? What exactly are “dark matter” and “dark energy”  
and how have they shaped the universe? Only research in space can answer such questions.

The U.S. role in space has been signifi-

cantly reduced in recent years. What 

captured the public’s imagination in this 

past year was the dramatic rendezvous with 

a comet—somewhere out past the orbit of 

Mars—by a European spacecraft. The mission 

was not only daring—it took a decade for the 

spacecraft to reach and match orbits with the 

comet—but also yielded important science: 

water on the comet is isotopically different 

from that on Earth, making it unlikely that 

comets were the source of Earth’s abundant 

water resources. This past year, too, India has 

placed a spacecraft in orbit around Mars with 

instruments that are as sophisticated as those 

used by NASA, and China has successfully 

launched a spacecraft that orbited the moon 

and returned safely to Earth. 

But the secrets of our solar system are not the 

only mystery out there in space. Are we alone 

in the universe? A definitive finding of life 

elsewhere would galvanize public attention 

around the world. Space telescopes including 

the U.S. Kepler mission have identified over 

1000 confirmed planets circling other stars in 

our galaxy. Of these, a dozen are close enough 

and of a size—up to about 1.6 times the mass 

of Earth—that they appear to be rocky planets 

like Earth and with densities and apparent com-

positions to match. Some of them appear to 

be at the right distance from their stars to have 

liquid water, and thus could in theory support 

life. A new U.S. space observatory focused on 

such planets, the Transiting Exoplanet Survey 

Satellite, is to be launched in 2017, if budget 

cuts do not delay it. 

A still more profound mystery concerns the 

basic “stuff” the universe is made of, how stars 

and galaxies evolved, and how the universe is 

still evolving. We know the broad outlines: our 

universe is almost 14 billion years old; about 

5 percent of it is composed of normal mat-

ter—atoms and molecules; a much larger por-

tion, about 27 percent, is made up of the still 

mysterious “dark matter” which helps to shape 

galaxies and the universe itself through its 

gravitational pull; and the rest is the even more 

mysterious “dark energy” that is pushing the 

universe to continue to expand outward, enlar-

ging in size. The physics of both dark matter 

and dark energy—the dominant features of our 

universe—are still completely unknown, as are 

the details of how the push and pull of these 

forces controlled the evolution of the universe 

in the first few billion years after the Big Bang. 

Breakthrough discoveries here would not only 

transform astrophysics, but physics itself. 

Excerpted from The Future Postponed, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2015
Timothy Grove: Associate Department Head of Earth Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences, and Cecil & Ida Green 
Professor of Geology
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The centerpiece of the U.S. program of space 

science in the coming years is the launch of the 

James Webb space telescope, which will focus 

on star formation, the evolution of galaxies, 

and the earliest moments of the universe itself. 

Scientists hope that it will help shed light on 

both dark matter and dark energy as well as 

related astrophysical phenomena. The Webb 

telescope is far larger than the 20-year-old 

Hubble space telescope, for which it is the 

successor: the main mirror is 6.5 meters across 

(the Hubble main mirror was 2.5 meters). More 

importantly, the Webb telescope is designed to 

see deeper into the universe and further back 

in time, and for that reason will observe mostly 

in infrared wavelengths (faraway objects are 

The James Webb telescope will again give the U.S. a leadership role 
in astrophysics. But its cost and recent budget cuts will likely delay or 
prevent other high opportunity missions. Meanwhile, other nations  
are pressing ahead.

“red-shifted), as compared to the optical and 

UV observing design for the Hubble. For the 

same reason, the new telescope will not be 

in Earth orbit, but instead will orbit the sun in 

tandem with the Earth but at a distance from 

us of 1.5 million kilometers, where there is less 

“noise” in the infrared spectrum. 

This new capability will again give the U.S. a 

leadership role in astrophysics, but the cost of 

the telescope and recent budget cuts for space 

science will likely delay or prevent other high 

opportunity missions as well as related theo-

retical and computation research. Meanwhile, 

other nations are pressing ahead. 
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